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Coyote is on a murderous hunt, leaving behind a trail of carnage. The shape-shifter is determined to kill the human representatives to the Great Council in Galun0?9lati, eliminating the rule of mankind in the New World. But Raven has overheard the Trickster0?9s evil plan, and will do anything to protect Luther Watie
and his daughter, Sarah Reynolds, even if it means turning his skin inside out. The forces of evil are aligning in two very different worlds. Can mankind be saved, or will creatures of fur and fangs once again reign supreme?
No pantheon is safe from the wrath of a Horsewoman scorned. War is coming to the City of Fountains. The Four Legendary Creatures are free, the Seven Sins are running wild, the vampires are getting thirsty, and the Vatican is ready to enter the front lines. And Callie Penrose is at the heart of it all. The Horsewoman
of Despair flicked the first domino, and the consequences are echoing throughout the various halls of power in all corners of the world. As the streets of Kansas City threaten to become raging rivers of blood, one of those closest to Callie is kidnapped, and she is forced to choose between her heart and the people
who depend on her to keep them safe. To value duty over love. As the pillars of Heaven begin to crumble, it becomes increasingly obvious that all these events are coordinated rather than coincidental. Callie may have flicked that first domino, but how much can her heart handle when she learns that some of her closest
friends set all the dominos up in the first place. Now is the time when success truly depends on how Lucky Callie can be, and whether she can determine which friends have been paid thirty pieces of silver to stab her in the back. Angels shall weep, and demons shall laugh. Humanity will burn and gods shall die in the
wake of a Horsewoman betrayed. If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you won't be able to put down the highly addictive Feathers and Fire Series, or anything else in the Temple Verse. "Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and Kevin
Hearne are easily my favorite Urban Fantasy Authors. In that order." - Michael Anderle, Amazon Top 25 Bestselling Author More than 1m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star reviews. Available in digital, print, and audiobook formats. What Amazon readers are saying: ????? 'His foul-mouthed unicorn murders
rainbows!' ????? 'Move over Dresden!' ????? 'The Temple Verse HAS to be picked up by Netflix soon.' ????? 'Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty napkin and make it an international bestseller.' ????? 'I went from crying my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.' ????? 'It's like the characters
walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought me a drink.' ????? 'I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh and exciting.' ????? 'I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has proven me wrong. Every time.' ????? 'Best books I've read in thirty years.' ????? 'His intense actions scenes let
you see the fangs and claws, hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.' ????? 'Everything you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies and gods is flat wrong.' ????? 'Publishers who didn't snap up this series are missing out on a gold mine.' Silvers has pleasured over one
million readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn for a little pleasuring... ?? SILVERS WAS A DRAGON AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST FANTASY NOVEL OF THE YEAR IN BOTH 2017 AND 2018. FIND OUT WHY... ??
An acclaimed journalist seeks to understand the mysterious allure of peacocks—and in the process discovers unexpected and valuable life lessons. 2022 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence Longlist Selection When Sean Flynn’s neighbor in North Carolina texted “Any chance you guys want a peacock? No kidding!” he stared
bewilderedly at his phone. He had never considered whether he wanted a peacock. But as an award-winning magazine writer, this kind of mystery intrigued him. So he, his wife, and their two young sons became the owners of not one but three charming yet fickle birds: Carl, Ethel, and Mr. Pickle. In Why Peacocks?, Flynn
chronicles his hilarious and heartwarming first year as a peacock owner, from struggling to build a pen to assisting the local bird doctor in surgery to triumphantly watching a peahen lay her first egg. He also examines the history of peacocks, from their appearance in the Garden of Eden to their befuddling Charles
Darwin to their bewitching the likes of Flannery O’Connor and Martha Stewart. And fueled by a reporter’s curiosity, he travels across the globe to learn more about the birds firsthand, with stops including a Scottish castle where peacocks have resided for centuries, a southern California community tormented by a
serial killer of peacocks, and a Kansas City airport hotel hosting an annual gathering of true peafowl aficionados. At turns comically absurd and deeply poignant, Why Peacocks? blends lively, insightful memoir and illuminating science journalism to answer the title’s question. More than that, it offers surprising
lessons about love, grief, fatherhood, and family.
"A city that doesn't believe in magic. A weredragon invasion. Good thing this reckless playboy is a wizard... It's been said that monsters cry when a good man goes to war. But they should run screaming like terrified school girls when that man is a wizard, and not necessarily good..."--Author's website.
Things Fall Apart
The Daily Show (The Book)
There There
Knightmare
Nate Temple Series
Angel's Roar
A Memoir
The White Rose marches for war. The angels will weep, the devils will cry, and mankind may die.Callie Penrose wields the Spear of Destiny and wears Envy's Halo-the corrupting power of darkness balanced by the legendary blade of light. Both fight for dominance of the White Rose, but which force will win? Her best
friend, Claire, has been abducted or killed, and her only surviving family has been ritualistically murdered to hide the truth of the Divines and the Sev'n Most Sinist'r.Heaven has deemed her a criminal and Hell begs her to be their queen or die.The Vatican is preparing to march on the City of Fountains to defend
mankind against the horrors of the White Rose, the new Master Dracula, once and for all.The answers to her past-and mankind's future-are hidden deep within Solomon's Temple, locked away for very good reason. Callie will have to face some dark, painful truths to bring harmony to a world gone mad. To discover why
Heaven and Hell are so eager to bring her under their control.But the Horsewoman of Despair is not alone. The Horseman of Justice and Absolution ride to Kansas City to lay waste to her foes. Three of the Dread Four will march against the forces of Heaven, Hell, and the Vatican.And Kansas City is not the only
battleground. The Garden of Eden is in grave peril, and no one knows if Callie is the danger or if she's the savior.After all, how good can Master Dracula be? The Halo Breaker rides a path as thin as the edge of a sword, and even she doesn't know what is right or wrong.But that's what family is about. Getting intoand out of-trouble.Let's just hope the city can survive. Let us pray that the Garden of Eden will thrive.The flip of a coin will decide the fate of the world.
My resume is pretty full: I've cow-tipped the Minotaur, decimated a gang of weredragons, sucker-punched an Angel, and eaten pancakes with the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse... I've kidnapped one of the most powerful wizards on the planet, and slaughtered the Brothers Grimm. I'm kind of a big deal. But I never
thought I'd find myself at a crossroads, a pawn in a deadly game that I hadn't known existed, willing to sell my soul to save the life of someone I loved... That's when I learned true fear, because the world I thought I knew was all just smoke and mirrors, and I was just a puppy playing amongst wolves... If you like
Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, or Patrick Rothfuss, you will LOVE the fifth installment of The Amazon Bestselling Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller series.
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy
tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. But after a
series of encounters with witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.
Predator ships stream into human space in unprecedented numbers. The Colonial Marines, controlled by Weyland-Yutani, respond to the incursion, thus entering the Rage War. This terrifying assault by the Yautja cannot go unchallenged, yet the cost of combat is high. Predators are master combatants, and each encounter
yields a high body count. Then when Lt. Johnny Mains and his marines—the VoidLarks—enter the fray, they discover an enemy deadlier than any could imagine. Book one in an epic trilogy that continues in ALIEN: INVASION and concludes in ALIENS VS. PREDATOR: ARMAGEDDON. The universe will forever be changed.
Godless
Nate Temple Series Book 9
Feathers in the Fire
The Rage War 1
Unchained
The Baroque Cycle #1
Feathers and Fire Book 11

Nate Temple must die.Mordred-the bastard son of King Arthur-has returned, and he will stop at nothing to utterly destroy everything his father ever created-burning the Arthurian Legend from the history books for good.He's already defeated Nate Temple once, corrupting the
fabled Knights of the Round Table into darker, nigh-invincible, merciless, killing machines-Knightmares.And once Camelot is nothing more than a pile of fiery rubble, Mordred plans to conquer St. Louis-after slaughtering Nate and everyone he's ever cared about, of
course.But a vengeful god is also hunting Nate, and starts attacking his friends to draw him out. When one of Nate's best friends is gravely wounded, Nate is forced to make an impossible choice-save his city from Mordred or save his friend from a blood-crazed god.Both
foes carry enough daddy issues to grant a first-year psychologist a second-year retirement. But Nate's not that stable either, and if he can't get a grip on his own demons, his victory might very well be worse than anything either of his enemies ever could have
imagined.The only option left is to shatter all the rules, opening himself up to deadly powers better left untouched and forgotten-and even that is a fool's gambit, a whisper of a hope.Then again, if we don't have hope, we've already lost.So, it's time for Nate Temple to
roll the dice.Because in this game, even Hope can die...
Callie Penrose - a wizard with a splash of Angel's blood flowing through her veins - kind of broke the Vatican and their band of Holy-warrior, wizard-priests, the Shepherds. Officially, the report stated Callie forgot to turn the other cheek, and things escalated ... She
returns home to Kansas City to find new gangs of supernaturals roving the streets, preying on the innocent while the local factions do nothing. Although not unified, everyone seems to agree on one point ... Callie Penrose must die. And she's still hearing those strange
Whispers in her mind - much more frequently than before, and not nearly as ... forgiving. But when an epic betrayal blindsides her and she discovers the truth of her birth - why Heaven and Hell have been so interested in her - Callie's world begins to crumble, and she
must decide whether she wants to be a good girl ... Or if it's time to be a little naughty. No matter how hard you try, you can't make an Angel cry ... They just roar.
Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West Africa. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown
radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. Chinua Achebe's stark novel reshaped both African and world literature. This arresting parable of a proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling
the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease.
The Brothers Grimm - legendary supernatural assassins - have escaped their prison, and their first day in St. Louis could be Nate Temple's last... Sharing a beer with Death - one of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse - really put a few things into perspective for this
foul-mouthed, billionaire wizard. Like finally strapping on the boots to propose to his girlfriend. But assassination contracts have a way of putting wedding plans on hold. Perhaps permanently. And with the entire wedding party on the bloodthirsty Grimm's hit-list, and
his family fortune in jeopardy, Nate realizes they can't run and they can't hide. So, time to do magic and stuff... But with every flavor of supernatural thug teaming up to help the Grimms, Nate realizes that friends have become enemies and enemies have become friends,
and he's forced to cross lines that are better left uncrossed. When magic, claws, and teeth dance to the song of war, the only thing left to learn is who lives and who dies. And if Nate can live with the consequences. No wonder a guy is terrified to propose... If you like
Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, or Patrick Rothfuss, you will LOVE the fourth installment of The Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller series.
Grimm
A Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller
Rage
Angel Dust
A Book of Golden Deeds
Ghost in the Seal
Coyote Rage
CAINA AMALAS is out of time. She has risked too much for too long, and her enemies have finally closed around her. The Staff and Seal of Iramis have been found, and threaten to destroy the world with their sorcerous powers. The terrible Apotheosis of the evil Grand Master Callatas will succeed unless Caina makes one final sacrifice. Unless she makes the ultimate sacrifice...
Callie Penrose is back to murder vampires and chew bubblegum. And she's all out of bubblegum.
Veteran super-soldier Sam Rey and his friend Roiya are part of a centuries-long war between humans and the lizard-like Saurians.
Celaena has survived deadly contests and shattering heartbreak-but at an unspeakable cost. Now, she must travel to a new land to confront her darkest truth . . . a truth about her heritage that could change her life-and her future-forever. Meanwhile, brutal and monstrous forces are gathering on the horizon, intent on enslaving her world. Will Celaena find the strength to not only fight her inner demons, but to take on the evil that is about to be
unleashed? The bestselling series that has captured readers all over the world reaches new heights in this sequel to the New York Times best-selling Crown of Midnight. Packed with heart-pounding action, fierce new characters, and swoon-worthy romance, this third book will enthrall readers from start to finish.
Grief Is the Thing with Feathers
Nine Souls
The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
War Hammer
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
Anghellic

Set in a planet-sized matriarchal city where magic and technology freely bleed together, a male courtesan’s quest for vengeance against his aristocrat father draws him into an ancient struggle between dragons, necromancers, and his home district’s violent history. Koré knew that meddling in politics could end badly, particularly when trying to sabotage his aristocratic father’s
campaign before it destroys the city he has come to love. And when a chance encounter with a dying god imbues him with magic-breathing powers, it gets worse: he suddenly becomes a commodity – and a political player. But the corruption in his city runs deeper than just one man, and an ally's betrayal unleashes an army of the dead on his home street. Koré must trust the world
with his deepest secret to stand beside the woman and man he's finally let himself love, as only the bright truth of dragon's fire can break the iron fist of a necromancer's hold.
Quicksilver is the story of Daniel Waterhouse, fearless thinker and conflicted Puritan, pursuing knowledge in the company of the greatest minds of Baroque-era Europe, in a chaotic world where reason wars with the bloody ambitions of the mighty, and where catastrophe, natural or otherwise, can alter the political landscape overnight. It is a chronicle of the breathtaking exploits of
"Half-Cocked Jack" Shaftoe -- London street urchin turned swashbuckling adventurer and legendary King of the Vagabonds -- risking life and limb for fortune and love while slowly maddening from the pox. And it is the tale of Eliza, rescued by Jack from a Turkish harem to become spy, confidante, and pawn of royals in order to reinvent Europe through the newborn power of finance.
A gloriously rich, entertaining, and endlessly inventive novel that brings a remarkable age and its momentous events to vivid life, Quicksilver is an extraordinary achievement from one of the most original and important literary talents of our time. And it's just the beginning ...
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD WINNER • One of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year • A wondrous and shattering novel that follows twelve characters from Native communities: all traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow, all connected to one another in ways they may not yet realize. Among them is Jacquie Red Feather, newly sober and trying to
make it back to the family she left behind. Dene Oxendene, pulling his life together after his uncle’s death and working at the powwow to honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil, coming to perform traditional dance for the very first time. Together, this chorus of voices tells of the plight of the urban Native American—grappling with a complex and painful history, with an
inheritance of beauty and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and heroism. Hailed as an instant classic, There There is at once poignant and unflinching, utterly contemporary and truly unforgettable.
Feathers and Fire
Odyssey
When I Was Puerto Rican
Touching Spirit Bear
Feathers and Fire Book 9
A novel
Philadelphia Fire
You thought you knew how crazy the TempleVerse could get? Hold my beer¿LAST CALL is a collection of three drunken novellas set in the TempleVerse, including:Motherlucker-Callie and Quinn's girls' night out in Vegas.Collins-Quinn's prequel novella to the Phantom Queen Diaries.Beerlympian-Gunnar's bachelor party.Get
ready for some shenanigans¿ You might need a drink just to comprehend the insanity.
Ashes, ashes... They all fall down.
Here he is, husband and father, scruffy romantic, a shambolic scholar--a man adrift in the wake of his wife's sudden, accidental death. And there are his two sons who like him struggle in their London apartment to face the unbearable sadness that has engulfed them. The father imagines a future of well-meaning
visitors and emptiness, while the boys wander, savage and unsupervised. In this moment of violent despair they are visited by Crow--antagonist, trickster, goad, protector, therapist, and babysitter. This self-described "sentimental bird," at once wild and tender, who "finds humans dull except in grief," threatens to
stay with the wounded family until they no longer need him. As weeks turn to months and the pain of loss lessens with the balm of memories, Crow's efforts are rewarded and the little unit of three begins to recover: Dad resumes his book about the poet Ted Hughes; the boys get on with it, grow up. Part novella, part
polyphonic fable, part essay on grief, Max Porter's extraordinary debut combines compassion and bravura style to dazzling effect. Full of angular wit and profound truths, Grief Is the Thing with Feathers is a startlingly original and haunting debut by a significant new talent.
Davie Armstrong watched as his master, Angus McBain, thrashed young Molly Geary for refusing to name the man who had dishonoured her. Yet, not an hour later, Davie saw the two of the alone in the malthouse, and Molly was acting like a whore on market day. In a whirl of disbelieving rage he overheard McBain's plan-to let him, Davie, take the blame and marry Molly, to give the child a name. But it was the birth of McBain's legitimate son, Amos, Born physically and emotionally impaired who was to unleash power of a frightening intensity and bring disaster to all at Cock Shield Farm.
Sinner
A Novel in The Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller Series
Feathers and Fire Book 4
Why Peacocks?
A Novel
An Unlikely Search for Meaning in the World's Most Magnificent Bird
Fahrenheit 451

If you want to get to Heaven, you've got to raise a little Hell¿Callie Penrose is struggling to find her special purpose in life. Rather than allying with any of the powerful supernatural groups begging to sign her up-the Vatican, the vampires, the shifters, or the Armies of both Heaven and
Hell-Callie has been picking fights with all of them.But when she's abducted by a Host of Angels, and a Greater Demon begins hunting her through the daytime streets of Kansas City, Callie learns that her past has come back to haunt her.Thanks to her actions in recent months, Solomon's Temple
has been opened, and the estate sale is on a first-come, first-served basis.To win her birthright, Callie is going to need Cain's help. Even then, she's going to have to cut some corners, cross some lines, to take a bite out of an apple¿But they say every Saint was once a Sinner¿If you like KF
Breene, Shannon Mayer, CN Crawford, Ilona Andrews, Faith Hunter, or Patricia Briggs, you will LOVE the FIFTH installment of the Feathers and Fire Series.
Meet Callie Penrose. Is she Heaven's Devil or Hell's Angel?
The Realm of Dreich is a getaway for the rich and powerful, a medieval-inspired town in the middle of a vast frozen wilderness. Now it's the site of a wedding, intended to join two feuding families who have spent centuries in an uneasy truce with each other.When Tommy Carpenter asks his best
friend, Nate Garrett, to help him with the security of the wedding, Nate reluctantly agrees, knowing that it will be a long weekend of work and, in all probability, treachery.It is only a matter of time before members of each family are found murdered and it is up to Nate and Tommy to find the
killer before more bodies fall, potentially reigniting a war.
The flame of love burns bright in the second book of Sharon M. Draper’s award-winning Hazelwood High trilogy. When Gerald was a child he was fascinated by fire. But fire is dangerous and powerful, and tragedy strikes. His substance-addicted mother is taken from him. Then he loses the loving
generosity of a favorite aunt, and a brutal stepfather with a flaming temper and an evil secret makes his life miserable. The one bright light in Gerald's life is his little half sister, Angel, whom he struggles to protect from her father, who is abusing her. Somehow Gerald manages to finds
success as a member of the Hazelwood Tigers basketball team, and Angel develops her talents as a dancer, despite the trouble that still haunts them. And Gerald learns, painfully, that young friends can die and old enemies must be faced. In the end he must stand up to his stepfather alone in a
blazing confrontation. In this second book of the Hazelwood High trilogy, Sharon M. Draper has woven characters and events from Tears of a Tiger in an unflinchingly realistic portrayal of poverty and child abuse. It is an inspiring story of a young man who rises above the tragic circumstances
of his life by drawing on the love and strength of family and friends.
A TempleVerse Anthology Book 1
Predator - Incursion
Silver Tongue
A Hellequin Novell
Frozen Rage
Feathers and Fire Book 5
Feathers and Fire Book 8
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies
of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many
more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through
years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on
and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
UnchainedFeathers and Fire
To become a godkiller you have to awaken the monster inside you Almost a year has passed since Nate's ex-fiancée woke up a Greek god intent on world domination and war. The problem? He doesn't know which god. And the promised war hasn't started yet.With the Four Horsemen refusing to help, and an army of monsters living on his lawn, Nate resorts to the one thing he's best at pissing off demigods and Greek Heroes in hopes of jumpstarting the war.But then he receives an ominous invitation that he literally cannot refuse. A dark, deadly place where nightmares roam free demands an audience. The Land of the Fae.He must forget every story he's heard about the Fae. They're nothing like he imagined, nothing like he's been told, But to kill a God, he must first become a monster.
Callie Penrose has taken over Castle Dracula all for herself, finally feeling like she has time to take a breath and relax.Until she learns that her new real estate acquisition comes with a few unsavory job perks, Nate Temple has been abducted, and Darling and Dear-the mysterious Armorers of the Apocalypse-have been hiding much more than even she suspected.Callie learns that the only way she's going to get some answers and find Nate
Temple before it's too late is to round up the other Horsemen and put on her own Mask of Despair...and scare the living hell out of absolutely everyone.
Forged by Fire
The Jungle Book
The Glass Castle
Feathers and Fire Book 10
Silk Fire
Last Call
Halo Breaker
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination,
teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
Esmeralda Santiago's story begins in rural Puerto Rico, where her childhood was full of both tenderness and domestic strife, tropical sounds and sights as well as poverty. Growing up, she learned the proper way to eat a guava, the sound of tree frogs in the mango groves at night, the taste of the delectable sausage called morcilla, and the
formula for ushering a dead baby's soul to heaven. As she enters school we see the clash, both hilarious and fierce, of Puerto Rican and Yankee culture. When her mother, Mami, a force of nature, takes off to New York with her seven, soon to be eleven children, Esmeralda, the oldest, must learn new rules, a new language, and eventually
take on a new identity. In this first volume of her much-praised, bestselling trilogy, Santiago brilliantly recreates the idyllic landscape and tumultuous family life of her earliest years and her tremendous journey from the barrio to Brooklyn, from translating for her mother at the welfare office to high honors at Harvard.
Hell hath no fury like Callie Penrose... Ever since Callie - the Vatican's rookie monster hunter - killed a demon a few weeks ago, Kansas City's been eerily quiet. But she soon learns it's just the calm before the storm. Because werewolves begin abducting young women in Kansas City, and a new church opens its doors, pronouncing death to
all idols, including these 'make-believe' monsters and wizards. But when one of their congregation is disemboweled by a monster on the steps of the church with the phrase God is dead painted in blood, someone in the church decides to take a lesson from the Salem Witch Trials... And the police seem to be helping. Callie must catch the
killer before Kansas City erupts in civil war. A civil war she inadvertently started. Before everyone decides to kill each other. Or worse yet, her. But she's being stalked. By something unseen. More than one something... And with so many new faces coming to Missouri - gods, legends, and nightmares - Callie begins to realize it's all
someone's sick idea of a game. And that Hell never really left Kansas City. Or Callie Penrose. After all, they say Missouri loves company...
It seems every supernatural family in town is sick and tired of Nate and wants to put him in his place. The worst part is, all his friends seem to agree. With everyone else fighting to prevent war between the families, Nate takes two of his scariest friends on a walk down that famous path paved with good intentions-- to those eternal pits of
despair-- so he can finally demand some real answers from his parents.
Quicksilver
Of All Times and All Lands
Heir of Fire
Obsidian Son
Trinity
Sigil: Mark of power

In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of a boy who must overcome the effects that violence has had on his life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot, mischief-maker Cole Matthews is in
major trouble. But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there, Cole is
mauled by a mysterious white bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a
vivid picture of a juvenile offender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of responsibility for his actions, and questioning a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and communities. Touching Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a pain
that can destroy, or lead to healing. A strong choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.
One of John Wideman’s most ambitious and celebrated works, the lyrical masterpiece and PEN/Faulkner winner inspired by the 1985 police bombing of the West Philadelphia row house owned by black liberation group Move. In 1985, police bombed a West Philadelphia row house owned by the Afrocentric
cult known as Move, killing eleven people and starting a fire that destroyed sixty other houses. At the heart of Philadelphia Fire is Cudjoe, a writer and exile who returns to his old neighborhood after spending a decade fleeing from his past, and who becomes obsessed with the search for a
lone survivor of the event: a young boy seen running from the flames. Award-winning author John Edgar Wideman brings these events and their repercussions to shocking life in this seminal novel. “Reminiscent of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man” (Time) and Norman Mailer’s The Executioner’s Song,
Philadelphia Fire is a masterful, culturally significant work that takes on a major historical event and takes us on a brutally honest journey through the despair and horror of life in urban America.
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